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SCNV Test Session Guidelines 
 
Session Running - With safety in mind 

 Skaters wait outside until they are called to come in and be assigned to a station in the 
lobby. 

 Skaters arrive no earlier than 30 minutes prior to their warm up. Skaters cannot be late 
or they forfeit their test time. 

 Lobby will be divided into 8 waiting area stations. No more than 8 skaters in the lobby or 
belongings in lobby at any time. (see attached diagram) 

 At arrival 
o Skaters - temp check (code to check in sheet) 
o Skater should be wearing a mask (optional during testing) 
o Skater & parent will sign health release form  
o Disposable Mask & gloves w/ alcohol wipes will be available. 
o Parents leave the rink lobby and wait in their car or outside - out exit door. 

 Skaters will go to assigned station area in lobby 
 Skaters stay at their station until their group is called for warmup. They then come into 

the rink keeping safe spacing between skaters. (through the indoors by the lesson desk) 
 After warm up - skaters A&B remain for test, skaters C&D return to their lobby station 

until called for test. (while next group is at other 4 stations in lobby). 
 Exiting rink - all exiting is done by zamboni side. 
 While new group is entering into the rink - finished skaters exit out Zamboni side to their 

assigned stations to wait for scores. 
o Scores will be given to coaches. Coaches will disseminate to their skaters. 

 As one test group exits, the building the next tests group will enter the building and go to 
assigned stations. 

 
Bathroom Usage 

 No changes or prepping in bathrooms. Must come dressed to skate. 
 Only 1 person/family in restrooms at a time. 
 Be quick, efficient, and clean. 
 Prior to entering, announce and ask if anyone is in the bathroom before entering. 
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